
Yoyo Wallet is a mobile payments app and rewards app rolled into  

one. Users upload their card details to the wallet, and for every cent  

they spend they collect loyalty rewards to cash in with the Yoyo’s  

retail partners. For the retailers they partner with, the app offers  

a new way for them to identify their customers, drive repeat purchases,  

and increase customer retention. Put together, the app creates a virtuous 

circle of rewards, loyalty, and positive customer relationships.
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About Andrew Thompson, 
VP of Engineering

After graduating as an engineer, Andrew’s career took a sharp turn. Instead  

of building bridges, he found himself building apps in Vancouver’s software 

development scene. From there he moved into digital marketing, before 

being poached to work as a software engineer at several Fintech Startups. 

Andrew works as a startup mentor at Seedcamp, supporting new 

businesses through the early stages of growth.

Yoyo Wallet

“ When you’re hiring in a 
startup, it’s high risk and  
high reward. If you want  
to succeed, you have to  
sell your dream.”

 Twitter handle  

@yoyowallet

 Founders 

Alain Falys 

Michael Rolph 

Dave Nicholson

Yoyo Wallet and AWS
Yoyo Wallet use AWS services such as Amazon EC2, Amazon EC2 Container Service, Amazon S3 and Amazon Simple 

Notification Service (SNS). As some of the benefits of using AWS, the team has experienced:

•  Speedy prototyping: Yoyo developers can quickly build and test new ideas with the ability to deploy to production  

several times per day.

•  Ongoing cost savings: continuous updates to AWS services have delivered performance improvements at no extra  

cost for Yoyo’s team.

If you are interested to find out more about Yoyo Wallet and AWS story, watch this Startups On Air video shot at Yoyo Wallet’s 

headquarters in London and published on the AWS Periscope Channel. 

http://yoyowallet.com/
https://twitter.com/StarlingBank
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
https://aws.amazon.com/ecs/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://aws.amazon.com/sns/
https://aws.amazon.com/sns/
https://www.pscp.tv/w/1RDGlZqBLRExL
https://www.pscp.tv/AWSstartups/1mrxmgrvaPBGy
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AWS hiring tips for startups 
Successful startups are built on the passion and ingenuity of their founders. But often they struggle to maintain their  

innovative cultures as they scale their businesses, and hire new employees. With that in mind, here are some of Amazon’s  

tips for getting hiring right.

1.  Reputation is everything 

Make sure to work on your employer brand as hard as you work on your consumer brand. The latest research  

shows that 84% of passive candidates would consider a move to a company with a stronger reputation.

2.  Treat candidates like customers 

Because if they’re not customers already, they could be. You often have one chance to impress each candidate,  

and the way you treat them could make them fans for life, or naysayers forever.

3.  Be proactive 

Approaching candidates who aren’t actively looking to move will typically yield higher quality people, at lower volumes.  

You have to put more effort in, yes, but the candidates you bring in are likely to be a better fit.

4.  Nurture your network 

Use the team you have. Use your social networks. With reputation and approaching passive candidates being so  

important, you have to be out there talking to people all the time. The next rising star is out there somewhere.

5.  Culture and values 

At Amazon, we have a set of Leadership Principles that are at the heart of everything we do. For startups, having that kind  

of clear vision for your culture is even more crucial. Define who you are and what you stand for early on. It’ll really help you 

sense-check whether candidates are aligned with your business. For a little inspiration, check out our Leadership Principles.

Get Involved

Think we can help your startup too? Contact us by submitting more details  

about your project and someone from the team will be in touch.

https://www.amazon.jobs/principles
https://aws.amazon.com/contact-us/?sc_channel=ta&sc_campaign=ukir_startupsstories

